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The future of indoor targeting relies on an 
outside-in approach 

Reimagine your digital strategy 

Scott Townsend 



Connecting the physical and digital worlds 



Let’s take a trip to the department store 



Not enough context to be successful 



“Don’t adverTAZE me bro!” 



How to move beyond adverTAZING 

•  Hijacking moments  → Creating moments 
•  “You are here”      → Multidimensional 

view 
•  Renting profile data   → Owning your data 



We drive more mobile engagement than 
anyone else in the world. 



Personalizing news alerts 



Customized alerts that users control 



After the first 100 days 

•  70% of the audience is personalizing 
alerts and visiting the inbox 

•  300% increase in video viewing 
compared to the previous app 



Push improves the life of an app 

On average, Push drives: 
•  4x more engagement 
•  2x more retention 
 

Source: UA Good Push Index 



Targeting dramatically improves results 

•  300-500% greater response 
than broadcast messages 

 
•  Location history increases 

response rate 4-5x 

Source: UA Good Push Index 



How to move beyond adverTAZING 

•  Hijacking moments  → Creating moments 
•  “You are here”      → Multidimensional 

view 
•  Renting profile data   → Owning your data 



Consumers check their phones ~200/day 

“In these mobile moments, they expect companies to 
understand their context and offer relevancy as well as 

both curated and streamlined experiences on mobile devices.” 
 

 - Julie Ask, Forrester Research 



These moments add up - 60% of digital 



Most brands are hijacking mobile moments 

SEO and 
Search ads 

Go viral  
and Ads 

Followers 
and Ads 

Likes 
and Ads 

Email and 
Banner Ads 

Search 
the web 

Watch 
Video 

Real-time 
Updates 

Follow 
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Your 
Brand 



Create & own mobile moments for your brand 

Websites & 
Campaigns 

Video 
Content 

Real-time 
Updates 

Fan 
Pages 

Related 
Content 

Urban Airship 

Your 
Brand 



Starbucks gets this concept 



In-store: Send immediate moments of value 



Not in-store: Passive moments of discovery 



They organize their moments in one place 

	  
Meet	  the	  new	  brand	  inbox	  



How to move beyond adverTAZING 

•  Hijacking moments  → Creating moments 
•  “You are here”     → Multidimensional view 
•  Renting profile data   → Owning your data 



“You are here” with added context 



Location is multidimensional 

Macro 

History Current 

Micro 



Location is multidimensional 



Behavior Lifecycle Automation 

Location & Location 
History 

iBeacon 
+1 Day 
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App 
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head 
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Preferences Systems Integration 
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 Tell me what’s new 

status 
level 
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shared 
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near 
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Just bought 

Marrying location data to a customer profile 

Portland - 
New York 



How to move beyond adverTAZING 

•  Hijacking moments  → Creating moments 
•  “You are here”      → Multidimensional 

view 
•  Renting profile data  → Owning your data 



How to start owning your data 

•  Carve out your space on the device 

•  Give yourself the ability to reach out 

•  Tap into the unique data you can get from 
mobile 

•  Combine your mobile data with CRM & POS 

•  Create natural brand experiences your 
customers will value 



An app more beautiful than the game itself 



A beautiful way to build brand 



A beautiful way to sell product 



A beautiful way to build buzz 



A beautiful way to launch new products 



A beautiful way to build relationships 

Nike.com YouTube Twitter Facebook Spotify 

Nike Soccer 



Apps as the epicenter of digital strategy 

•  Create and own moments for your brand 
•  Multidimensional view of your customer 
•  Build a way to start owning your data 

•  Current & historical location 
•  Macro & micro location 
•  Purchase, usage & profile data 



Apps as the epicenter of digital strategy 



Thank you! 
 
 
Plenty of thought leadership to share 

.com/resources 


